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HUGE! MN Senator and Doctor: Hospitals Get Paid
More to List Patients as COVID-19 and Three Times as
Much if the Patient Goes on Ventilator (VIDEO)

THIS IS HUGE!

Last night Senator Dr. Scott Jensen from Minnesota went on The Ingraham Angle to discuss
how the CDC is encouraging American doctors to over-count coronavirus deaths across the
US.
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This was after Dr. Scott Jensen, a Minnesota physician and Republican state senator, told a
local station he received a 7-page document coaching him to fill out death certificates with a
COVID-19 diagnosis without a lab test to confirm the patient actually had the virus.

Dr. Jensen also disclosed that hospitals are paid more if they list patients with a COVID-19
diagnosis.
And hospitals get paid THREE TIMES AS MUCH if the patient then goes on a ventilator.

Senator Dr. Scott Jensen: Right now Medicare is determining that if you have a COVID-19
admission to the hospital you get $13,000. If that COVID-19 patient goes on a ventilator you get
$39,000, three times as much. Nobody can tell me after 35 years in the world of medicine that
sometimes those kinds of things impact on what we do.
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Via Ingraham Angle:

Submit a Correction 

 

Jim Hoft

"It's Ridiculous" - Dr Scott Jensen On Broad Covid-19 Death Count Guidelines & Financial Incent…

Jim Hoft is the founder of The Gateway Pundit, one of the top conservative news outlets in America. Jim was awarded the Reed Irvine
Accuracy in Media Award in 2013 and is the proud recipient of the Breitbart Award for Excellence in Online Journalism from the
Americans for Prosperity Foundation in May 2016.
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that Gates can come up with another miracle vaccine.
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The vaccine with "The Chip."
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We the People need to continue to expose, repeat and share this information.

...it is the only way.
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We, do everyday.
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Trump admin(HHS) allowing licensed retail pharmacies to issue COVID 19 tests!! RETAIL, we can all find one of
those! Posted on OANN one hour ago.
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Why do you need one, are you sick?
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No, I don't think so. However, many will be able to get back to work after this testing. 
P.S. Some may disagree with my statement :::)))).
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I. don't. need. a test! Only Billy Gates needs a test!
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Some ppl have it, but show no symptoms like Typhoid Mary.
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• Reply •
Some ppl have it, but show no symptoms like Typhoid Mary.
△  ▽ 1

Shilo1958  • 24 days ago

• Reply •

> American Dreamer

awww, so how many of your friend and family have died because of Typhoid Mary disguised as Covid-19 this
year?

 1△ ▽

American Dreamer  • 24 days ago

• Reply •

> Shilo1958

Actually, I have lost 3 Friends to it already. You needn't get so sarcastic and ugly about this....just be aware that
even though some people show no signs doesn't mean they don't have it, and are still contagious. 
to help each other stay safe!!!
△ ▽
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Shilo1958  • 24 days ago

• Reply •

> American Dreamer

Where did this happen so I can send condolences after I read their obituaries?
 1△ ▽

goldie  • 24 days ago

• Reply •

> Shilo1958

No need to be snarky. I, too, had my doubts, but two friends of ours also passed away from complications from
this virus, and one from complications from influenza B, this year. It's not funny when it hits you hard. 
believe they are trying to create and epidemic for purposes of control, but it is a bad virus and does kill people.
△  ▽ 1
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Shilo1958  • 24 days ago

• Reply •

> goldie

I, wasn't being snarky. I'm sincerely concerned because I have nobody in my circle of friends and family around
the globe who've been stricken by this global humanity killer.

 1△ ▽

goldie  • 23 days ago

• Reply •

> Shilo1958

I stand corrected.
△ ▽

TheRobb  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> Shilo1958

everyday. 
yes. good.

 2△ ▽

OffMyLawn!  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> TheRobb

Sadly, we are seeing that the uninformed can easily be steered into the Devil's deception.
 7△ ▽

Idiotfor12years  • 25 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> OffMyLawn!

Luckily, that's not us. Retail pharmacies being allowed to issue COVID tests!! OANN one hr ago.
 4△ ▽

Jhn1✓ᵀʳᵘᵐᵖ  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> Idiotfor12years

It must have been pulled as nothing remotely like that is there now.
 1△ ▽

Idiotfor12years  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> Jhn1✓ᵀʳᵘᵐᵖ
Why not call: Target, Wally's, CVS, Walgreens, local pharmacies and ASK? I am tomorrow.
△ ▽

Jhn1✓ᵀʳᵘᵐᵖ  • 24 days ago

• Reply •

> Idiotfor12years

As of this midmorning, Walmart, CVS, Walgreens (2) admitted nothing about potential OTC COVID-19 testing.
 1△ ▽
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Dr. Marty Nature’s Blend Canine Supplement

Genetics Digest

Want Your Dog To Live Longer? Put "This" In Their Food Dish

Montana Man Discovers He Has Oldest DNA in America

chekme2  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> Shilo1958

And what happens? NOTHING.
 1△ ▽

ModMon2.0  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> TheRobb

We exposed contrails with our temerity and they're still doing it
 6△ ▽

chekme2  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> TheRobb

And what kind of damage we would inflicting on them? NOTHING. We the people are nothing but talk. And they
know it.

 4△ ▽

Julie  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> OffMyLawn!

I am never wearing a chip. EVER!
 12△ ▽

Alive&Kicking  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> Julie

and I'm never going to take a covid-19 test when I know I'm perfectly healthy.
 7△ ▽

Je Suis Ce Que Je Suis  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> Alive&Kicking

A lot of people will, though, so that they can go back to work.
△ ▽

ModMon2.0  • 25 days ago> Julie

They'll dart you from a distance if they have to.
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• Reply •
They'll dart you from a distance if they have to.

 4△ ▽

toysandme  • 24 days ago

• Reply •

> Julie

Until you have to fly somewhere or access a grocery store or...
△ ▽

American Dreamer  • 24 days ago

• Reply •

> Julie

As evil as some people are, you may receive it without even knowing it.
△ ▽

off the reservation  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> OffMyLawn!

...and while you are there they will be harvesting your DNA for the 'big database'.
 5△ ▽

Sponsored

Brave New Look

Dr. Marty Nature’s Blend Canine Supplement

Genetics Digest

Protective Cloth Masks with PM2.5 Filter

Want Your Dog To Live Longer? Put "This" In Their Food Dish

Montana Man Discovers He Has Oldest DNA in America

OffMyLawn!  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> off the reservation

Oh joy.
 1△ ▽

LCLiberty  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> OffMyLawn!

I fear you are correct...
 4△ ▽
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mary  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> OffMyLawn!

COVID-666 is the correct name for this evil virus.
 2△ ▽

regulated.militia  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> OffMyLawn!

sounds familiar
https://twitter.com/OneAdam...

 1△ ▽

This comment was deleted.

ModMon2.0  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> Guest

Administrators - it's their job. Some are not even physicians and have never taken the oath.
 5△ ▽

Dan  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> ranchdancer

That lying deep state fraud should be fired. He has a multi-million dollar relationship with vaccine-pusher
eugenicist Bill Gates which constitutes a serious conflict of interest. He stands to make millions off this new
needle full of poison which is why he's casting doubt on hydroxychloroquine and every other treatment that
seems to work.

 20△ ▽

steveintampa  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> ranchdancer

The irony is that there is no vaccine for viruses or we would already have one of the common cold.
 8△ ▽

TitusPullo  • 25 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> ranchdancer

@ranchdancer For thousands of years, Doctors operated under Hippocratic Oath (in brief):

"I will use treatment to help the sick according to my ability and judgment, but never with a view to injury and
wrong-doing."

Now some Doctors operate under the Mighty Dollar Oath. Very disturbing!
 5△ ▽

Chris McDonald  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> ranchdancer

Just deleted my post above you. Mentioned Bill be cutting him a cheque
 1△ ▽
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> RJ Campbell

Why is Fauci kind of running a shadow government in all this?? He's a non accountable unelected bureaucrat thats
gets to make the call on when we can go back to work.

 8△ ▽
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> RJ Campbell

His cut is from china/soros/communist party of usa/domoncraps/who.
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And the doctor with all the scarves.

What is Bill Gates cut?
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This comment was deleted.

RJJinGadsden  • 25 days ago • edited> Guest

Is that like what Trump is receiving since he is pushing Hydroxychloroquine so much? He has what, some
$1,300 invested with one of the makers of that drug. Must be knocking down something like a couple of
pennies a day by now! 
By the way, where do you park your brain when you're not using it?
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